Piezoelectric Motor Using In-Plane Orthogonal Resonance Modes of an Octagonal Plate
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Abstract: Piezoelectric motors use the inverse piezoelectric effect, where microscopically small periodical displacements are transferred to continuous or stepping rotary or linear movements through frictional coupling between a displacement generator (stator) and a moving (slider) element. Although many piezoelectric motor designs have various drive and operating principles, microscopic displacements at the interface of a stator and a slider can have two components: tangential and normal. The displacement in the tangential direction has a corresponding force working against the friction force. The function of the displacement in the normal direction is to increase or decrease friction force between a stator and a slider. Simply, the generated force alters the friction force due to a displacement in the normal direction, and the force creates movement due to a displacement in the tangential direction. In this paper, we first describe how the two types of microscopic tangential and normal displacements at the interface are combined in the structures of different piezoelectric motors. We then present a new resonance-drive type piezoelectric motor, where an octagonal plate, with two eyelets in the middle of the two main surfaces, is used as the stator. Metallization electrodes divide top and bottom surfaces into two equal regions orthogonally, and the two driving signals are applied between the surfaces of the top and the bottom electrodes. By controlling the magnitude, frequency and phase shift of the driving signals, microscopic tangential and normal displacements in almost any form can be generated. Independently controlled microscopic tangential and normal displacements at the interface of the stator and the slider make the motor have lower speed–control input (driving voltage) nonlinearity. A test linear motor was built by using an octagonal piezoelectric plate. It has a length of 25.0 mm (the distance between any of two parallel side surfaces) and a thickness of 3.0 mm, which can produce an output force of 20 N.
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1. Introduction

Piezoelectric motors are the main candidates for use in small mechanical systems [1–16]. The advantages compared to electromagnetic ones with the same size and weight include high power density, insensitivity towards a magnetic field, silent, direct drive without a gear mechanism, a quick response without backlash, maintaining a position with no energy consumption and a high dynamic range of velocity with high positioning accuracy [12–16]. According to functional principles, construction, and drive specifications, piezoelectric motors can be categorized into three groups: piezo-walk-drive, inertia-drive and resonance-drive [6].

1.1. Piezo-Walk-Drive

In a piezo-walk-drive mechanism, there are at least two sets of actuator arrangements embedded in the structure and they operate one after the other. The main reason that these motors are called piezo-walk-drive is because the moving sequences in these motors resemble two or four feed walking actions. In these motors, a step motion is realized in two ways.
In one way, there are normal and tangential microscopic displacements to the moving direction of a sliding element. Each actuator in a motor that generates a microscopic displacement has one single task, which is either to perform a “clamp” or “move” action. If an actuator has the task of performing a “clamp” action, the displacement is normal to the slider moving direction and the ultimate function of these actuators is to increase or decrease normal force and thus, to hold friction force. If an actuator is required to perform a “move” action, the displacement generated by the actuator is tangential to the moving direction of the sliding element. Expansion and shrinkage of this actuator creates a microscopic movement of the slider. After the structure proposed by Brisbane in 1965 [17], some other structures operated on the basis of the piezo-walk-drive principal [18–21]. Typically, these structures consist of three actuators, where two of them are responsible for the clamping and one is responsible for the moving action. In these motors, the required displacements in the normal and tangential directions, with respect to a sliding element, can be generated by actuators that use longitudinal, shear, transverse, and planar coupling of piezoelectric materials. In the early structures, the piezoelectric elements used in the piezo-drive type motors were in bulk forms, but in many of the commercialized structures, the actuators are manufactured in multilayer forms to generate sufficient displacement at a relatively low-driving voltage.

Assuming that the activation makes the length, or the diameter, decrease and release, which causes an actuator to return to its rest position, the motion sequence as seen in Figure 1 can be started by activating one clamping actuator (A). When the moving actuator (C) is also activated, shrinkage of the moving actuator generates a half step. At this moment, the clamping actuator (A) is released so that it can clamp and maintain the holding force. In the following step, the second clamping actuator (B) is activated and the moving actuator (C) is released. When the second clamping actuator (B) is released, one motion sequence is finished.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Motion sequences of a piezo-walk-drive motor proposed by Brisbane in 1965 [17].

Later, we can see examples where clamping actuators are attached to the end of feeding actuators, where at least two identical sets are used in each motor structure [22]. Assuming that the activation makes the length of an actuator increase and release, making an actuator return to its rest position, motion sequence of the piezo-walk-drive, as seen in Figure 2, can be started by activating clamping actuators (1C) in the first set (step 1). A half step can be made when the moving actuators in the first and in the second set (1F and 2F) are activated (step 2). At this moment, a pushing force is generated by the moving actuators (1F) in the first set. When the clamping actuators (2C) in the second set are activated (step 3), all moving and clamping actuators are in an active state. The second half of the step is started by releasing the clamping actuators (1C) in the first set (step 4). After the moving actuators (1F
and 2F) in the first and in the second sets are released (step 5), the second half of the step is completed. A new sequence can be started by activating clamping actuators (1C) in the first set, and releasing the clamping actuators (2C) in the second set. In order to obtain smoother motion, or for the purpose of better controllability, an overlap of activation and deactivation timings is possible for both clamping and moving actuators [19,20].

![Figure 2. Motion sequences of a piezo-walk-drive motor proposed by Shamoto in 1993 [22].](image)

In other types of structures, two sets of actuators placed next to each other make “clamp-push and release” actions in sequence [23,24]. All actuators in the structure are required to perform “clamp-push and release” actions. “Clamp-push and release” actions can be fulfilled if motion generated by an actuator has an oblique or elliptical trajectory. Oblique or elliptical trajectory is generated because each actuator is electrically divided into two sections in the longitudinal direction so driving signals cause the actuator to elongate and deflect at the same time. Both actuator sets (a pair) perform a “clamp-push and release” action one after the other, with a time delay or a phase shift in the same period cycle.

Motion sequence is started by activating one set. This activation makes the moving element clamp due to elongation, and motion is created due to deflection. At the moment when the other set is initially activated, the actuator set in clamp position is then deactivated. Because the second set has been activated, the first actuator set deactivates. During this time, the sliding element does not move back, but rather advances another step.

1.2. Inertia-Drive

In inertia-drive piezoelectric motors, only the tangential component of the back-and-forth movement, at the interface between a slider and a stator within one period, generates a movement. In one direction of the tangential movement, the stator element is activated slowly. During this activation time, the inertia force acting on the slider is smaller than the friction force; the slider sticks to the contact area of the stator and moves with it. In the opposite direction of the tangential movement, the stator is deactivated faster, relative to its initial position. During this time, the inertia force acting on the slider is greater than the friction force, so the slider slips and stays behind the contact area of the stator element. At the end of one cycle, the sliding element makes a microscopic step. The accumulation of these microscopic steps creates macroscopic movement.

Deformation of the piezoelectric element in various modes, such as longitudinal, transverse or shear, is either directly transferred to a moving element or through a coupling element, where the motion generated by the piezoelectric element is converted into a tangential direction at the interface. Depending on the structure, while converting a deformation into tangential motion, a leverage mechanism could amplify the deformation. The amplified deformation could also have a normal component [25,26]. Nevertheless, having a normal component at the interface could make a motor have direction-dependent performance parameters, such as generated force and velocity, which should be compensated with magnitude and timing of a driving signal.
In inertia-drive motors, tangential movement can be generated on a slider or on a stator depending on where a piezoelectric element is embedded. If a piezoelectric element is embedded into the moving element, the motor can be considered a moving actuator type. If the piezoelectric element is embedded into the stator, the motor can be considered a fixed actuator type.

Even if there are some structures that could be considered as inertia-drive piezoelectric motors [27,28], the first practical inertia-drive (stick-slip) structure was proposed by Pohl in 1986 [29], where a piezoelectric cylinder is embedded into a four-bar mechanism (Figure 3). One side of the four-bar was attached to a base and a sliding mass is attached to the parallel bar. When the actuator is driven with a saw-tooth waveform signal, the attached mass (m) moves together with the bar. This occurs during the slow expansion period of the saw-tooth signal (sticking). This is left behind during the fast contraction period of the signal (slipping). Repeating the cyclic movements makes the attached mass move continuously. When the electric field makes the piezoelectric element expand quickly and contract slowly, the attached mass moves in the opposite direction. This mechanism was applied to precise multi-degree motion positioning device applications for an atomic force microscope. Because the piezoelectric element is embedded into the stator structure, this motor could be considered as a fixed actuator type.

Figure 3. Inertia-drive piezoelectric motor proposed by Pohl in 1986 [29].

In a structure proposed by Higuchi in 1986 [30], a moving mass (m₁) and a weight (m₂) are attached to both ends of a piezoelectric element. The whole structure is placed on a base plate and held by frictional force acting between the base plate and the moving mass (Figure 4). When an electric field is applied to the piezoelectric element, rapid expansion of the piezoelectric element creates an acceleration, causing the moving mass to overcome the static friction (slip) so both masses move in opposite directions. During the slow contraction time of the piezoelectric element, the acceleration on the moving mass cannot overcome the static friction, so only the weight moves (stick). At the end of one motion cycle, a microscopic movement is obtained. Because the piezoelectric element is embedded into the moving element, this motor could be considered as a moving actuator type. Many of the inertia-drive type motors developed afterwards operate according to the above-mentioned initial structures [31–45]. We can also find literature that proposes ideal driving signals with detailed analysis of motion at the interface [46,47].
1.3. Resonance-Drive

In a resonance-drive piezoelectric motor, there are two types of microscopic motions: oblique and elliptical (Figure 5). Excitation of a single mode on a vibrator is enough for generating an oblique motion. Because oblique motion can have components in the tangential and normal directions, a net microscopic motion is obtained when a stator contact point touches a rotor or a slider contact point. On the other hand, excitations of two orthogonal modes are needed for generating an elliptical motion. In a multi-mode excitation piezoelectric ultrasonic motor, there is elliptical movement at the interface, which means that there are movements in two orthogonal directions at the contact point and phase shift between these movements causes the trajectory to be elliptical at the contact point. This elliptical trajectory causes the sliding element to perform microscopic motion in every cycle.

Among the piezoelectric motors, resonance-drive (or ultrasonic) motors were the actuators that were studied the most. The first idea of converting electrical oscillation into mechanical movement dates back to 1927 [48], and we can see various attempts to obtain longer, mechanical motion using the inverse piezoelectric effect [49–55]. We have classified resonance-drive piezoelectric motors based on various criteria such as, type of microscopic motion at the interface, and the method of direction change. The interested reader can refer to our previous paper [6].

In literature, we can see piezoelectric motors operated at resonance [56–60], where the generated modes are not in orthogonal directions. Because the generated movement at the contact point is in the tangential direction, these motors should be considered as inertia-drive types. There are also piezo-walk-drive motors that are operated at resonance [61,62].
In the following section, we introduce a newly developed resonance-drive type piezoelectric motor structure, where the excited microscopic movements at the interface are defined by parameters such as the frequency, magnitude and phase shift of the driving signals, and not mechanical dimensions, or resonance modes of a vibrator. With these parameters, not only oblique or elliptical, but more complex microscopic movements at the interface are also possible.

2. Structure of the Vibrator and Motor Operating Principle

A resonance-drive type piezoelectric motor is an octagonal piezoelectric plate, which has a thickness of 3.0 mm and a length (the distance between any of the two parallel side surfaces) of 25 mm. This was introduced and is used as the stator of the motor [63]. Metal electrodes divide the main surfaces of the plate into two equal regions. The electrodes on one main surface are arranged perpendicular to the electrodes on the other main surface (Figure 6a). Two alumina eyelets, used as the friction contact elements, are attached symmetrically at the center of the top and bottom surfaces (Figure 6b).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6. (a) Metallization electrodes are oriented orthogonally on the main surfaces of the octagonal piezoelectric plate. (b) The coupling elements are two eyelets that are attached in the middle of the two main surfaces on the octagonal piezoelectric plate. The side surfaces of the eyelets (marked with red arrows) are in contact with the slider.

The driving signals on the stator are applied between the two surface electrodes on both faces. When a signal is applied between the two top electrodes, we can assume that one electrode has $A \cos (w_1 t)$ and the other has $-A \cos (w_1 t)$ signals. Similarly, a second signal is applied between the two bottom electrodes, when one bottom electrode has $B \cos (w_2 t - \varphi)$, and the other has $-B \cos (w_2 t - \varphi)$ signals (Figure 6a). Even if the applied signals are between the two surface electrodes, the resulting electric fields are between the top and the bottom electrodes in the thickness direction. Assuming that the thickness of the octagonal plate is $d$, we can write the electric field for the four quarter regions as follows.

$$E_I = \frac{1}{d}[A \cos w_1 t - B \cos (w_2 t - \varphi)]$$

$$E_{II} = \frac{1}{d}[A \cos w_1 t + B \cos (w_2 t - \varphi)]$$

$$E_{III} = \frac{1}{d}[-A \cos w_1 t + B \cos (w_2 t - \varphi)]$$

$$E_{IV} = \frac{1}{d}[-A \cos w_1 t - B \cos (w_2 t - \varphi)]$$
When the magnitudes $A$, $B$ and thickness $d$ are normalized to 1, the frequencies ($w_1$ and $w_2$) of the signals on the top and on the bottom electrodes are equal and the phase angle ($\phi$) is set to 9 degrees. Because of the “sum to product trigonometric identity”, the electric field equations can be rewritten as:

\[
E_I = [\cos w_1 t - \cos(w_1 t - 90^\circ)] = -2 \sin (w_1 t - 45^\circ) \sin (45^\circ) \\
E_{II} = [\cos w_1 t + \cos(w_1 t - 90^\circ)] = 2 \cos(w_1 t - 45^\circ) \cos (45^\circ) \\
E_{III} = [- \cos w_1 t + \cos(w_1 t - 90^\circ)] = 2 \sin (w_1 t - 45^\circ) \sin (45^\circ) \\
E_{IV} = [- \cos w_1 t - \cos(w_2 t - 90^\circ)] = -2 \cos(w_1 t - 45^\circ) \cos (45^\circ)
\]

Since $\sin (45^\circ) = \cos (45^\circ) = 0.707$, the magnitude of the normalized electric fields are $\pm 1.414$, which means that the plate is exposed to a 42% higher electric field. Moreover, the phase difference of the normalized electric field between any of the two adjacent regions is still 90 degrees (Figure 7).

![Electric fields in the four regions of the octagonal piezoelectric plate when the magnitudes A, B and thickness d are normalized to 1. Frequencies (w1 and w2) for both signals are assumed to be equal and T is the period (phase shift (\phi) is 90 degrees).](image)

When the phase shift ($\phi$) is 0 degrees, one can easily find that section I and III have zero electric fields, but the magnitude of the normalized electric field in section II and IV is 2. Similarly, when phase shift ($\phi$) is 180 degrees, section II and IV have zero electric fields and the magnitude of the normalized electric field in section I and III is zero. For phase shift ($\phi$) of other values, the electric fields in these regions change accordingly.

When only the bottom electrodes are excited with the signals ($B \cos (w_1 t - \phi)$ and $-B \cos (w_1 t - \phi)$), leaving the top electrodes floating, the in-plane modes are excited only in the $x$-axis direction (note that frequencies of the signals between the top and bottom electrodes are assumed to be the same). The corresponding first and second in-plane mode shapes, which were calculated by using ATILA-GID software (ATILA-GID 2.0.0, Micromechatronics Inc, State College, PA, USA), are shown in Figure 8. When the signals ($A \cos (w_1 t)$ and $-A \cos (w_1 t)$) are applied in between the two top electrodes, only the modes in the $y$-axis direction are excited. The corresponding first and second in-plane mode shapes in the $y$-axis direction are shown in Figure 9. Because the electrodes on the main surfaces are identical but orthogonal, the excited in-plane modes are also identical but orthogonal. When the driving signals are applied at the same time by setting the phase shift (\phi) to 90 degrees, the resulting movement is nothing but a hula-hoop trajectory. Indeed, the microscopic movement on the surface of the center eyelets can be controlled fully by configuring the magnitude and phase shift of the top and the bottom signals.
Figure 8. In-plane first and second mode shapes when only the bottom surface electrodes are electrically excited. Deformations are in the x-axis direction. (a) First in-plane mode at 68 kHz, (b) Second in-plane mode at 154.5 kHz.

Figure 9. In-plane first and second mode shapes when only the top electrodes are electrically excited. Deformations are in the y-axis direction. (a) First in-plane mode at 68 kHz, (b) Second in-plane mode at 154.5 kHz.

When the magnitudes (A and B) at the top and the bottom signals are set to 1 V, the calculated displacements are seen in Figure 10. These displacements were calculated using ATILA-GID software, on the side of the eyelet at the first in-plane resonance mode (at 68.7 kHz), and at the second in-plane resonance mode (at 154.5 kHz). Magnitude of the displacement under the same electric fields at the second in-plane resonance mode is larger than the displacement at the first in-plane mode. This result is expected because maximum displacement, as seen in Figures 8 and 9 at the first in-plane resonance, is at the side surface of the octagonal plate.

Figure 10. Calculated motion trajectories at first (68.7 kHz) and second (154.5 kHz) resonance modes.
Movement trajectories on the side of the eyelet at 68.7 kHz for three driving conditions are seen in Figure 11. At this frequency, the displacement generated on the side surface of the coupling elements (eyelets) is circular. When the magnitude of the signal applied on the top and on the bottom electrodes is the same \((A = B = 1 \, \text{V})\) and the phase shift \((\varphi)\) between the two signals is 90 degrees, the trajectory is a circle. When the magnitude of the applied signal in between the top electrodes is doubled (in this case: \(A = 2 \, \text{V}, B = 1 \, \text{V}\)), only the magnitude of the displacement in the \(y\)-axis direction is doubled. Similarly, when the magnitude of the applied signal between the bottom electrodes is doubled (in this case: \(A = 1 \, \text{V}, B = 2 \, \text{V}\)), only the magnitude of the displacement in the \(x\)-axis direction is doubled.

![Figure 11. Calculated motion trajectories, when the magnitude of the signals applied on the top or on the bottom electrodes is changed.](image)

When the phase angle \((\varphi)\) between the signals on the top and on the bottom electrodes is changed from 0 to 180 degrees by setting the magnitudes \((A \text{ and } B)\) to 1 V, the shape of the elliptical motion also changes (Figure 12). Note that when the phase angle is 0 degrees, the motion is in the oblique direction. This is because there are electric fields only in the two diagonal regions (II and IV as marked in Figure 6). In the other two diagonal areas (regions I and III), the electric fields are zero. When the phase angle is 180 degrees, the motion is again in the oblique direction. In this case, there are electric fields only in the two diagonal regions (I and III), and the other two diagonal regions (II and IV) have zero electric field.

![Figure 12. Response of the trajectory to the phase shift between the signals on the top and bottom electrodes.](image)
2.1. Structure of the Linear Motor

In the test motor, the piezoelectric vibrating element was placed between two identical plastic holders made from PEEK material and placed together in a steel housing. The steel housing was guided by two linear bearings in the pre-stress direction. The two linear bearings were fixed on a base plate. A slider that has a U-shaped cross-section guided by another larger linear bearing was also fixed on the base plate. Two alumina rods were attached to both ends of the U-shaped slider. The side surfaces of the two eyelets on the vibrator and the two alumina rods on the slider were in contact tangentially (Figure 13). Two or three springs applied pressure against the slider. In the test motor, a position sensor was embedded in the base plate and a reflective surface was attached to the side surface of the U-shaped slider (Figure 14).

Figure 13. Perspective and end views of the vibrator–slider interface. The side surfaces of both eyelets were contacted tangentially to the alumina rods on the U-shaped slider. The distance between any of the two parallel side surfaces of the plate was 25 mm and the thickness was 3.0 mm.

Figure 14. Perspective views (3D CAD drawing and photo) of the test linear motor. The piezoelectric vibrating element was placed between two identical holders.

Two phase sinusoidal waveform signals with independent magnitude and phase shift were generated by a “Multifunction Synthesizer” (WF1946B, NF Corp., Yokohama, Japan) and amplified by two power amplifiers (HAS 4011 and HAS4014, NF Corp.). Before applying the two signals to the test motor, two electromagnetic transformers, with their primary and secondary side turn ratio of 1:1, were used to shift the common grounds to a floating state. In this case, when the signal on one of the top electrodes was \( \cos(w_1 t) \), the other signal on the other top electrode would be \( -A \cos(w_1 t). \) Magnitudes of these signals control the displacement in the normal direction. The second signal, with a phase shift of 90 degrees from the other power amplifier, was also applied first to an electromagnetic transformer and applied to bottom electrodes. The signals on the bottom electrodes \( (B \cos(w_1 t − 90) \) and \( -(B \cos(w_1 t − 90)) \) control displacement in the tangential direction.

The slider position data were collected by a PC. The position data collected were used to calculate the motor control input and speed, and load characteristics.
2.2. Speed Characteristics

Conventionally, the speed of an ultrasonic motor for one- or two-phase driving type resonance piezoelectric motors is controlled by changing the magnitude of the driving signals, or the phase difference between the two signals, which results in microscopic movements in the normal and tangential directions at the interface, to increase or decrease at the same time. The disadvantage of both driving methods is nonlinearity, such as dead-zone and hysteresis, especially in the low-speed region. In this motor, microscopic motion at the contact points in the tangential and normal directions is generated by the driving signals on the top and on the bottom electrodes, respectively. When the corresponding electrodes that are responsible for generating tangential displacements are excited, displacement is generated only in a tangential direction. Similarly, when the corresponding electrodes that are responsible for generating normal displacements are excited, only normal displacement is generated. Since the magnitude of a normal direction displacement is responsible for the generated force and the magnitude of a tangential displacement is responsible for the slider speed, these two parameters in this motor are controlled independently.

In order to clarify the advantages of independent driving, the motor was driven in the following two different cases.

Case 1: The control input in this case was the driving signals of which one was applied between the two top and the other was applied between the two bottom electrodes. The signals on the top and the bottom electrodes were changed with equal magnitudes at the same time while keeping the phase shift between them at 90 degrees. As can be seen in Figure 15, with the speed–driving voltage (control input) curve, the threshold voltage was relatively large, and with the increase of pre-stress, the threshold voltage further increased. When the pre-stress was 35 N, the slider started to move at 60 V. When the pre-stress was increased to 70 N, the starting voltage of the slider increased to 100 V.

Case 2: The magnitude of the signal that is responsible for making normal displacement was at maximum level (160 V peak-to-peak). According to the actuator orientation, as seen in Figure 14, the signal that was applied between the two top electrodes generated displacement in the normal direction. The other signal that was applied between the two bottom electrodes generated tangential displacement, which was the control input in “Case 2” driving. Speed–control input curves were also obtained for the two different pre-stress conditions at 35 N and 70 N. As can be seen in Figure 15, case 2 driving had smaller dead-zones, or smaller threshold voltages. When the pre-stress force was 35 N, the control input threshold voltage decreased to 5 V from 60 V. Although, the pre-stress was increased to 70 N, the control input threshold voltage decreased to 10 V from 100 V.

![Figure 15. Speed–driving voltage (control input) characteristics for two cases of driving. (a) Pre-stress in the normal direction: 35 N, (b) Pre-stress in the normal direction: 70 N.](image-url)
2.3. Load Characteristics

In order to obtain load characteristics, the test motor was driven under different load conditions (1, 5, 10, 20 N) and a series of position data was collected by the embedded encoder. When the magnitude of the signal responsible for generating displacement in the normal direction was 160 V, and the magnitude of the signal responsible for generating displacement in the tangential direction was 140 V (peak to peak), the motor speeds were calculated from the measured position data. A typical load characteristic of the test motor is shown in Figure 16. Even though the main purpose in this study was to reduce speed-control input (driving voltage) nonlinearities, the test motor can produce a maximum force of 20 N and a maximum speed of 70 mm/s.

![Figure 16. Load characteristics of the test linear motor. Sinusoidal wave signals generating normal and tangential displacements have magnitudes of 160 and 140 V (peak-to-peak), respectively.](image)

3. Conclusions

Although there are piezoelectric motors with various structures, there are not many operating principles which cause them to be categorized as piezo-walk-drive, inertia-drive and resonance-drive types. In the case of the piezo-walk-drive, normal and tangential displacements (thus forces) at the interface are performing “clamp-release-move” or “while clamping push” steps. In the case of the inertia-drive, only a tangential displacement or a direction-dependent tangential force change at the interface is enough to obtain movement. For the resonance-drive, microscopic displacement at the interface has tangential and normal components, where magnitudes and phase difference between these displacements determine the direction of microscopic movements.

The resonance-drive type piezoelectric motor introduced in this study covers both single and multi-mode operation types. Oblique motion at the interface is just a special case when the phase difference is either 0 or 180 degrees.

Microscopic movement at the stator-slider interface of the new resonance piezoelectric motor is fully controllable, with the phase shifts and magnitude of the surface driving signals on the octagonal plate. By driving the top and bottom electrodes with different frequencies ($w_1$ and $w_2$) at the interface, even complex movements, other than oblique or elliptical, are also possible.
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